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With IP litigation, the stakes are high - choice of counsel is paramount.
Experienced, effective, and sensible counsel is essential.
Nexsen Pruet's attorneys, capabilities, and experience provide the full
range of intellectual property litigation resources:

Cherie W. Blackburn
Sara C. Kanos

�

Patent infringement

Jeffrey M. Reichard

�

Trade secrets

Gary L. Beaver

�

Trademark infringement

Marcus A. Manos

�

Copyright infringement

�

Unfair competition

�

False advertising

�

Domain name and cybersquatting

�

Antitrust claims

�

IP licensing and other transactional disputes

We litigate IP cases in all the courts as well as before administrative boards
and dispute forums.
Sometimes IP disputes can only be resolved through litigation, either as the
IP owner or as accused of IP infringement. With IP litigation, know-how
counts. Nexsen Pruet stands ready.

Alternatives to litigation
Our clients count on us for careful evaluation of the legal consequences of
intellectual property. From such evaluations, potential conflicts can be often
avoided without litigation. Nexsen Pruet attorneys have the business sense
to know when negotiation is preferred and have the experience to pursue
alternative dispute resolution when appropriate. Sensible lawyers know
that the courtroom is not always the best place to fix an IP problem. Nexsen
Pruet IP lawyers know that.
Backed by the full resources of the entire firm, our IP litigators are wellequipped to pursue legal strategies that safeguard our Clients' intellectual
property positions while preserving their competitive advantages,
innovative approaches, and value from intellectual property.
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News
05.13.2019 | News from Nexsen Pruet
Nexsen Pruet further expands North Carolina capabilities with addition of two highly regarded Raleigh attorneys
07.06.2021 | Media Mention
Bobby Robinson Offers Tips to NCAA Athletes Looking to Leverage Their Name, Image, and Likeness

Insights
08.28.2020
Don't Fall Victim to Bogus Trademark Registries
01.14.2019
Trademark Registration for Hemp and CBD Products
09.10.2021 | Article
America Invents Act, Ten Years After Enactment
05.14.2021 | Article
Using the UDRP to Combat Unauthorized Access to Computer Systems and Online Fraud
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